
Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Directions

Today, the importance of entities has been broadly recognized and entities have
become first-class citizens in many information access systems, including web,
mobile, and enterprise search; question answering; and personal digital assistants.
Entities have also become a meeting point for several research communities,
including that of information retrieval, natural language processing, databases, and
the Semantic Web. Many of the methods and tools we have described in this book,
such as ranking entities, recognizing and linking entity mentions in documents and
queries, or displaying entity cards, are now integral components of modern search
systems.

Is this the end of the road? Certainly not. It would be going too far to label those
core tasks, like entity ranking and entity linking, as “solved.” Obviously, there is still
(plenty of) room for improvement. Also, it is not yet clear which techniques will be
the “BM25’s” of the entity world, as stable and reliable solutions. Only time will
tell. Nevertheless, we have reached a point where these methods are “good enough”
to be used as basic building blocks in more complex systems. Perhaps it is time to
look beyond these core tasks. As we are approaching the end of this book, we shall
attempt to look into the future and gauge what lies ahead. Many of the things we
will discuss here have already begun to happen, while some other elements, or their
exact form, are more of a speculation.

In Sect. 10.1, we shall summarize our progress so far. Where are we now and how
did we get here? Then, in Sects. 10.2 and 10.3 we will attempt to look ahead and
discuss some anticipated future developments. We will conclude with some final
remarks in Sect. 10.4.
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10.1 Summary of Progress

Let us take a step back and distill the progress achieved over the past years,
organized around three main thematic areas. We shall also briefly mention open
issues; we will elaborate on some of these in more detail in Sect. 10.2.

10.1.1 Data

We start by discussing data, as developments in the data landscape have been
instrumental to the progress made thus far. Specifically, the availability of large-
scale knowledge bases has played a key role in transforming the search experience.
Many information access applications utilize knowledge bases as a rich, structured
repository of entities, and, to a lesser extent, for ontological background knowledge.
Knowledge about particular entities may be used to complement the traditional
(document-oriented) search results, allow for direct answers and various knowledge
panels, and facilitate content exploration and discovery. Knowledge bases also
enable machine understanding of natural language text, by using entities as a pivot
to connect unstructured and structured data sources (Chap. 5). In turn, massive
volumes of unstructured documents may be utilized to populate KBs with additional
entities and their properties (Chap. 6).

Open Issues Knowledge bases are inherently incomplete and keeping them up-
to-date requires a continuous effort. Automatic knowledge acquisition is an active
area of research. Open challenges include the discovery of long tail and emerging
entities, and the quality of data (correctness and trustworthiness of facts); see
Sect. 10.3.3 for further data-related issues.

10.1.2 Retrieval Methods

A significant portion of the book has been devoted to entity retrieval methods. Early
approaches build on document retrieval techniques and focus on how to adopt those
for various types of data, from unstructured to structured (Chap. 3). More recent
approaches utilize the rich structure associated with entities in knowledge bases
(Chap. 4). Many—in fact, most—of the other tasks we have addressed in this book
were also cast as ranking problems, for instance, disambiguating entities that may
refer to a particular mention in text (Sect. 5.6), filtering documents that contain vital
information about an entity (Sect. 6.2), identifying target types of a query (Sect. 7.2),
finding interpretations of a query (Sect. 7.3.4), or determining which facts to display
on an entity card (Sect. 9.2.2). For all these tasks, the current state of the art involves
a discriminative learning approach, i.e., learning-to-rank, employing a rich set of
carefully designed features.
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Open Issues It appears to be a “safe” recipe to tackle any ranking problem by
hand-crafting a large set of features, then throwing machine learning at it. Indeed,
the importance of feature engineering is not to be underestimated. Nevertheless,
one might argue that this general approach can even get rather mechanical,
and scientifically less interesting, after a while. Neural methods, especially deep
learning, hold the promise of learning directly from raw data, without such labor-
intensive feature engineering. Extending traditional IR models to incorporate word
embeddings has already proven effective for various entity-related search tasks, see,
e.g., [5, 7, 13, 16, 17, 19]. Developing end-to-end architectures, which more fully
embrace neural modeling, is an exciting and active research direction [12, 21]. Yet,
it remains to be seen if deep learning can categorically outclass other approaches,
and whether it will surpass all other forms of machine learning and take over the
entire field of IR (as it did with computer vision, speech recognition, and machine
translation). Even if it does, one might say that all this means is that feature
engineeringwill get replaced by network engineering.Another issue here will surely
be the availability of training data. In that regard, industry has a distinct advantage
over academia, as target relevance labels may be derived on a much larger scale
from usage data.

While the core entity-oriented retrieval tasks described above both merit and have
the potential for further improvement, another open issue is how to combine these
into more complex useful applications. After all, our eventual goal should be aiding
users in achieving their goals, i.e., completing their tasks, which goes far beyond the
ranking of items; see Sect. 10.3.2.

10.1.3 Understanding and Interacting with Users

Users increasingly expect search engines to understand them and respond to their
information needs more directly than just serving documents matching the query
terms. Today, the search box functions more like a “request box,” and queries
are answered by rich search result pages, including direct answers and interactive
widgets (maps, currency conversion, etc.). We have looked at how to utilize entities
and types to understand information needs (Chap. 7) and to provide an enhanced
search experience (Chap. 9).

Open Issues Search has become a consumer experience. Major search engines are
continuously introducing new types of “functional” results (interactive widgets),
enabling users to do more and more, without leaving the SERP. Result presentation
and interacting with entities still offer plenty of opportunities for research and
innovation. One recent line of work focuses on actionable knowledge bases, i.e.,
identifying potential actions that can be performed on a given entity [4].

Another open issue in this area is that search (or, more broadly, information
access) is moving from desktop to mobile and from text to voice. Personal digital
assistants are increasingly being used to respond to natural language questions. We
can say that search is becoming a conversation between humans and machines; see
Sect. 10.3.1.
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10.2 A Peek into the Future

In this section, we present a fictional conversation that takes place sometime in
the not-too-distant future, between a user, say a male university professor, and an
intelligent personal assistant, simply referred to as “AI.” This conversation could in
fact happen on any device, but for the sake of illustrating certain points, we shall
assume that the device is a mobile phone and that the user interacts with the device
via spoken natural language. The conversation, which will later be referred to as
scenario, is accompanied by some narrative.

The first thing to notice is that it is the AI that initiates the conversation. Based on
the user’s current activity and past behavioral patterns, it decides that now would be
a good time to address a future information need.

The AI refines the requirements iteratively by asking a series of questions. Observe
that it has knowledge of the user’s background (family situation). After having the
initial requirements clarified, it comes up with a specific suggestion:
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Links are boldfaced and underlined in the response text; the user could follow these
for more information. The photos are also clickable.

Two things are worth pointing out in the AI’s response. One is that it has a (certain)
sense of humor. Humor is an essential human communication behavior. The other
is that it is able to give a compact answer to the question, and backs it up with a link
to the source (evidence) that the answer was based on.

The AI presents a list of (personalized) accommodation options. After examining
the results, the user selects one of the items and asks for further information.

With this reply, the AI demonstrates some impressive summarization skills. It
focuses on aspects that are likely of interest to the user.
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At this point, we are moving away from what was a kind of exploratory search
scenario to a different type of information access problem, where the AI helps to
automatically manage scheduling.

First, the AI prepares a draft of the requested email message in the user’s style. The
user can refine the text before sending. Then, the AI adds the agenda item to the
team wiki and displays a success notification received from the wiki software.
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The AI attempts to check availability via an online booking system. Realizing that
it is currently not accessible, it decides to resort to more conventional means of
communication and calls the place over the phone. Next, it composes an email
message, combining the user’s language model with a flavor of “kind.” After
reviewing—and perhaps correcting the AI’s over-the-top romantic vibe here-and-
there—the user decides to send off the message.

With this task completed, the AI asks if it could be of any more assistance. Then, it
receives a request of a different nature.

10.3 Future Research Directions

Below, we discuss a number of directions and areas for future research. Along
the way, we will occasionally make references to certain elements of the scenario
presented in the previous section.
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10.3.1 Understanding and Interacting with Users

Search Is a Conversation For many years, keyword queries have been the lingua
franca of information access. This, however, is changing. With the emergence of
the mobile-over-desktop culture of information consumption, and the advancement
in voice recognition technologies, voice search is gaining ground. In 2015, Google
reported that the volume of mobile search has surpassed that of desktop search in
several countries.1 As of 2016, around 20% of queries on Google mobile devices are
voice input in the USA [14]. Voice queries are not only longer on average than text
queries but also use richer language [9]. But there is more. Voice search facilitates
the possibility of a speech dialogue with the user. Such natural language interfaces
are already a reality, as manifested in personal digital assistants, such as the Google
Assistant, Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana, or Amazon’s Alexa.

Conversational search offers many possibilities, such as the ability to ask the user
for clarification, if needed. It also presents many challenges, as the system no longer
returns massive search engine result pages, somewhere on which the user hopefully
finds what she was looking for. The response needs to be more “intelligent,” i.e.,
comprehensive and spot-on. In this regard, voice-based result presentation that
enables a completely hand-free interaction with the user still has a long way to
go [9]. There is also a need for novel evaluation measures that can capture user
satisfaction in a conversational setting. A good conversation entails more than just
the fulfillment of an information need; among others, it should flow and be engaging,
be just about the right length, and, occasionally, even humorous.

Anticipating Information Needs The traditional way of information access is
reactive: The system responds to a user-issued request. A proactive system, on
the other hand, “would anticipate and address the user’s information need, without
requiring the user to issue (type or speak) a query” [3]. Hence, this paradigm is also
known as zero-query search [1]. Our scenario started out with the AI proactively
bringing up a future information need. We observed proactive recommendations
in later parts of the conversation too, when considering additional criteria in
exploratory search (activities for kids) and when figuring out how to schedule
the vacation (cancelling meetings). Some of today’s personal digital assistants
are already capable of pre-fetching information cards based on users’ behavioral
patterns or upcoming events (e.g., Google Now and Microsoft Cortana). Recent
research has focused on a number of specific problems in this space, including
modeling user interests [20], predicting when users will perform a repetitive task
again in the future [15], identifying what information needs people have in a given
context [3], and determining the right context for pushing proactive recommen-
dations [6]. With intelligent devices capable of sensing the user’s environment
(location, and even pulse rate or blood pressure using wearable devices), there are
increasingly more contextual signals that may be utilized. Notably, current work

1https://adwords.googleblog.com/2015/05/building-for-next-moment.html.
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is limited to near-term information needs. The area of anticipating more long-term
information needs (such as reminding a user months in advance about planning a
vacation or finding a school for a child that is going to go to school next year) has
not been explored yet.

Verification and Explainability As we move away from ranked lists of items
to direct answers and summaries, it becomes crucial to allow for the verification
of the system’s responses. What is the right form of explanation? In many cases,
providing access to the raw data is sufficient. We have seen several examples of
this in our scenario, when the AI provided links to pages about weather statistics,
reviews, and calendars. In other cases, it may not be possible to refer to a
single source; then, the user should be granted access to some intermediate data
representation. It is an open issue how to make those intermediate representations
suitable for human consumption. These questions also relate to the broader problem
area of providing explanations of algorithmic decisions that significantly affect
an individual (particularly legally or financially), which is to be a human right
according to the European Union General Data Protection Regulation (“right to
explanation”), to take effect in 2018 [8].

Personalization In our scenario, we could observe a high degree of personaliza-
tion, including the interaction with the user, the generation of responses, and the
language usage when executing tasks on the user’s behalf. Personal digital assistants
are expected to deliver such a personalized user experience. To be able to do that,
they will need to get to “know” the user, her habits, preferences, and the things she
cares about. With human assistants, there is often a more-or-less clear separation
between work and private matters. This is not the case with digital assistants; most
users would likely use the same personal AI for any and all kinds of business they
encounter. This brings up many issues around trust, privacy, and data protection.
Digital assistants must be aware of the user’s momentarily situation and context too.

10.3.2 Complex Information Needs and Task Completion

Major web search engines have made a great progress with answering one-shot
queries with rich search result pages, thereby putting the bar rather high regarding
the search experience. Users now expect intelligent personal assistants to respond
with direct answers as opposed to a ranked list of results. Thus, it may be fitting
to refer to these systems no longer as search engines but as answering engines.
Intelligent agents are further capable of assisting users in “getting things done,”
such as making calendar appointments or setting reminders. However, neither web
search engines nor digital assistants have the capability yet to handle truly complex
tasks, such as the holiday planning in our scenario. These complex information
needs require a better understanding and modeling of the user’s high-level goals.
It requires no less than a paradigm shift, from answering engines to task-completion
engines [2]. Entities will continue to play a key role here, for modeling users, tasks,
and context.
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10.3.3 Data and Knowledge

On-the-Fly Information Extraction Despite all automatic knowledge acquisition
efforts, there will always be long-tail entities that are not contained in any knowl-
edge base. Moreover, even if the entities in question are present in a knowledge
base, it is not possible to capture all information associated with them, due to the
finite vocabulary of knowledge base predicates. Consequently, we will continue to
come across information needs to which the answer is “out there” in some digital
form, but not yet contained in a knowledge base. For example, in our scenario, this
could be the case with some accommodations at obscure locations. These situations
may be handled by on-the-fly information extraction techniques.

Personal Knowledge Base In our scenario, the user has made numerous references
to entities he was in some way related to: “my kids,” “my wife,” “my group,”
“my espresso machine,” etc. These entities constitute the users’ personal knowledge
base, i.e., the universe of things he cares about. Throughout interactions with the
user, the entities of this universe may be mapped onto the same data representation
model that knowledge bases use. It is also possible to make “same-as” links to other
knowledge repositories that contain the same entity (e.g., the espresso machine).
Some entities, however, will reside only in the user’s personal KB. What is powerful
about this idea is that the same methods and techniques we have discussed for
general-purpose KBs are readily applicable to a personal KB. The problem thus
boils down to the automatic population and maintenance of the personal KB.

Commonsense Knowledge Knowledge bases have largely focused on accumu-
lating factual knowledge about specific entities. An intelligent system, such as a
personal digital assistant, however, needs a much broader understanding of the
world. Simple statements like “things fall down, not up” and “open the door before
entering” are obvious to humans but not to machines. To endow computers with
common sense is one of the long-standing goals of AI research. Some projects,
such as Cyc [10] or ConceptNet [11], have begun to amass large collections of such
commonsense knowledge. However, “there is still a long way to go for computers
to learn what every child knows” [18].

10.4 Concluding Remarks

Reaching the end of this book, it may be appropriate to have a moment of reflection.
Information technology has changed and will continue to change our lives. We
are increasingly more surrounded by intelligent autonomous systems (which we
like to call AI): personal assistants, self-driving cars, smart homes, etc. There are
some thought-provoking open questions here related to responsibility: If a fatal
accident happens involving an autonomous vehicle or a disastrous decision is made
based on false information served by a search engine (which perhaps retrieved
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it from some underlying knowledge base), who is responsible for that? Surely,
the company behind the given product should take some responsibility. But then,
would it ultimately come down to the individual software engineer who wrote the
corresponding piece of code (or to the knowledge engineer who was responsible for
that entry ending up in the KB)? Or would the blame be put on the end user, who
did not study or consider carefully enough the terms of usage? These are important
and challenging regulatory issues on which conversations have already started.

We are now in the third AI spring, which draws mixed reactions from people:
great excitement, overblown expectations because of the hype, and fear. Techno-
logical singularity, i.e., the emergence of an (evil) artificial superintelligence that
would cause the human race to go extinct—in the author’s opinion—is merely a
dystopia that Hollywood loves to portray in speculative fiction. Technology itself is
not good or evil—it depends on how we use it. It appears though that as time goes
on, increasingly more technology will be “forced” on us. Yet, we have the free will
and responsibility decide what technology we want to use or adopt. Importantly,
technology should enable and not distract us on that awesome journey, with its
ups and downs, that is called Life. Along the way, we should take the time to
contemplate on the deeper questions of existence, being, and identity—searching
for the answers to those questions is what it means to be a human. No computer
system, however intelligent, will ever be able to do that for us.
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